
SmartClass English is a spiraling digital ELL 
curriculum series  designed for ESL teachers 
and directly  integrated into our Teaching 
Platform. Ideal for ESL/EFL learners and 
covering A1-C2 levels (beginner through 
advanced).

English

Our digitized curriculum enables students  to improve 
the core English language function skills:  
      

  Reading          
  Listening   
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Order your student books  
       directly on               

  Writing          
  Speaking   

Optional student book includes conversation 
worksheets, vocabulary translation sheets, readings, 
game sheets, and grammar charts with QR codes to 
access grammar videos.

A completely web-based platform, accessible on any 
student device.

A perfect tool to help your students prep for TOEFL, 
TOEIC, IELTS, and Global Seal  of Biliteracy Assessments.  

Learn more

Available levels:
Beginner A1 
Elementary A2
Intermediate B1
Upper-Intermediate B2 
Advanced Writing Focus C1/C2



Deutsch & Español

Both the Spanish and German 
curricula (available for A1 and 
A2) incorporate all four  
language skills: 

  Speaking
  Reading
  Writing
  Listening

A series of digital curricula designed for 
 language teachers and directly integrated into 
our Teaching Platform (German and Spanish).

And all three language modes: 

  Interpretive      
  Interpersonal      
  Presentational

What sets our curricula apart: 

  AI-powered pronunciation practice
  50% auto-graded activities
  Focus on individual speaking and          

 listening activities
  Option to add your own activities on  top   

 of our ready-to-assign curricula
  A completely web-based platform,  

  accessible on any student device.  
A perfect tool to help your students prep   
for DSD-I, DSD-II, DELE, SIELE, and Global  
Seal of Biliteracy Assessments. 
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The curriculum follows a unique approach to 
Arabic learning by including:

  Focus on communicative skills
  Gradual and planned repetition of skills
  Assessment
  Visual Glossary at the end of each unit
  High quality media to attract learners

Nexus Arabic, a leader in developing  engaging 
and diversified Arabic content,  created over 
900 activities* for Pre-A1  and A1 Arabic 
learners utilizing our  SmartClass Teaching 
Platform. 
*Intermediate and advanced levels to follow.

Arabic

Teachers are able to access the  activities 
through our SmartClass Teaching Platform 
and  assign them to their students for   
in-class practice, review, or homework. 

Animated videos, calligraphy lessons,  
and interactive self-study activities  for  
homework will engage your  students  
and increase their  understanding of  
the Arabic  language. 

Learn more
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